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OBJECTIVE Decisions in glioblastoma surgery are often guided by presumed eloquence of the tumor location. The
authors introduce the “expected residual tumor volume” (eRV) and the “expected resectability index” (eRI) based on
previous decisions aggregated in resection probability maps. The diagnostic accuracy of eRV and eRI to predict biopsy
decisions, resectability, functional outcome, and survival was determined.
METHODS Consecutive patients with first-time glioblastoma surgery in 2012–2013 were included from 12 hospitals. The
eRV was calculated from the preoperative MR images of each patient using a resection probability map, and the eRI was
derived from the tumor volume. As reference, Sawaya’s tumor location eloquence grades (EGs) were classified. Resectability was measured as observed extent of resection (EOR) and residual volume, and functional outcome as change in
Karnofsky Performance Scale score. Receiver operating characteristic curves and multivariable logistic regression were
applied.
RESULTS Of 915 patients, 674 (74%) underwent a resection with a median EOR of 97%, functional improvement in 71
(8%), functional decline in 78 (9%), and median survival of 12.8 months. The eRI and eRV identified biopsies and EORs
of at least 80%, 90%, or 98% better than EG. The eRV and eRI predicted observed residual volumes under 10, 5, and

ABBREVIATIONS AUC = area under the curve; EG = eloquence grade; EOR = extent of resection; eRI = expected resectability index; eRV = expected residual tumor
volume; KPS = Karnofsky Performance Scale.
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1 ml better than EG. The eRV, eRI, and EG had low diagnostic accuracy for functional outcome changes. Higher eRV
and lower eRI were strongly associated with shorter survival, independent of known prognostic factors.
CONCLUSIONS The eRV and eRI predict biopsy decisions, resectability, and survival better than eloquence grading
and may be useful preoperative indices to support surgical decisions.
https://thejns.org/doi/abs/10.3171/2020.1.JNS193049
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S

urgical decisions in patients with glioblastoma vary
from no treatment to biopsy, partial resection, radiologically complete resection, or so-called supratotal
resection. The choice is guided by the aim to maximize
tumor removal to prolong survival on one hand and the
aim to minimize the risk of permanent functional deficits
on the other. The main arguments for these surgical decisions include the resectability of the tumor and the expected impact on survival and functional performance. Patient
age and condition are typically integrated in this decisionmaking, as well as the tumor volume and location.
Resectability has been expressed as percentage resectable volume of the preoperative tumor volume or as volume of residual tumor, and notable disagreement has been
reported between expected and observed resectability.1–5
Reports have estimated a minimum threshold for extent of
resection (EOR) between 78% and 98%, and a maximum
residual volume between 1 and 5 ml to prolong survival
of glioblastoma.6,7 Instead of a threshold, others have reported a continuous positive relationship between resection results and survival.8,9
Brain regions to avoid during surgery are sometimes
referred to as “eloquent,” i.e., functionally of critical importance, which will result in loss of brain functions if removed or damaged. Nowadays intraoperative stimulation
mapping is the standard to identify these brain regions in
individual patients.10,11 It helps, however, to have a measure
of brain function prior to surgery to guide decisions on
biopsies and whether and where in the brain to apply intraoperative stimulation mapping. Several methods identify
brain functions noninvasively. Some methods are based
on population-based classification of structural anatomy
or atlases of brain functions. Sawaya et al.’s classification
of eloquence grade (EG) has often been used in reports of
surgical cohorts and was shown to correlate with postoperative neurological deficits.12 Other surgical classifications
exist for the whole brain1,13 or brain regions.14 Brain atlases
have been constructed for brain plasticity15 and cortical16
and subcortical17 structures. Other methods are based on
localizing brain function in individuals, such as preoperative diagnostic imaging with structural MRI,18 task-based
functional MRI,19 resting-state functional MRI,20 magnetoecephalography,21 white matter tractography,22 or transcranial magnetic stimulation.23
Another source of potentially useful information before surgery is resection probability maps based on a large
number of prior resections. Resection probability maps of
nonenhancing glioma have been previously used to estimate the resection result,3,24 to evaluate the potential for
brain plasticity,15 and to compare resection results between
surgical teams.25,26 A new application for resection prob-
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ability maps is to quantify resectability for a new patient’s
tumor, indicating the expected residual tumor portion.
In this study, we determined the diagnostic accuracy
of the “expected residual tumor volume” (eRV) and the
“expected resectability index” (eRI) as preoperative measures to guide biopsy decisions, estimate resectability, and
predict functional outcome and survival in comparison
with EG.

Methods

Patients
We identified all patients at least 18 years of age with
a newly diagnosed glioblastoma at first-time surgery between January 1, 2012, and December 31, 2013, from 12
hospitals: North West Hospital, Alkmaar, The Netherlands; Slotervaart Hospital, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
Isala Hospital, Zwolle, The Netherlands; Humanitas Research Hospital Milano, Italy; University Medical Center
Groningen, The Netherlands; Medical University Vienna,
Austria; Hôpital Laroboisière, Paris, France; Medical
Center Haaglanden, The Hague, The Netherlands; Amsterdam University Medical Centers, The Netherlands;
University of California, San Francisco Medical Center,
San Francisco, California; St. Elisabeth Hospital, Tilburg,
The Netherlands; and University Medical Center Utrecht,
The Netherlands. Patients were identified at each hospital
by prospective electronic databases and included if they
complied with these inclusion criteria. Patients were excluded from analysis if they had nonenhancing glioblastoma on MRI, if MRI was performed later than 3 days postoperatively,27 or if the imaging was of insufficient quality
for segmentation and registration due to missing images
or severe motion artifacts. Patients received standard care
and treatment decisions were made in multidisciplinary
tumor board meetings.
From the medical records of these patients we extracted age at diagnosis, sex, type of surgery, the Karnofsky
Performance Scale (KPS) score preoperatively and at 2
months postoperatively, and the dates of surgery, last follow-up in the clinic, and death. We also obtained the MR
images pre- and postoperatively.
Imaging protocols were standardized in hospitals, although not identical between hospitals, and included: 1)
3D heavily T1-weighted gradient-echo pulse sequence at
1 mm isotropic resolution (at most 5 mm), obtained after administration of intravenous gadolinium; 2) a T2/
FLAIR-weighted gradient-echo pulse sequence; and 3) a
diffusion-weighted sequence.
Approval of the study protocol was obtained by the
IRBs and informed consent from patients was obtained
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FIG. 1. A and B: The tumor probability maps for glioblastoma in the left (A, n = 451) and right (B, n = 464) hemisphere, indicating
the number of cases in the data set involved by tumor within each voxel. C and D: Resection probability maps for the left (C) and
right (D) hemisphere indicating the resectability index at 1-mm resolution. E: The EG in standard brain space. The numbers across
the bottom refer to Z-values of standard brain space. F–H: The correlation per patient between the EG and the eRV (F) and the
eRI (G), and between the eRV and the eRI (H). The EG regions were specified by Sawaya et al.12 The color codes correspond to
the legends: in panels A and B, 95 is the maximum number of cases per voxel. Figure is available in color online only.

according to local regulations. Data and imaging for analysis were anonymized.
Expected Residual Tumor Volume, Expected Resectability
Index, and Eloquence Grade
Surgical eloquence was quantitated using a resection
probability map derived from all patients. For details on
the methodology see Supplementary Fig. 1 and our earlier description.26 This resection probability map represents the probability of resection at 1 mm3 resolution in
standard brain space, i.e., the MNI-152 brain template,28
based on pre- and postoperative tumor segmentations.24–26
We used software (Smartbrush Suite Software; Brainlab
AG) to outline the contrast-enhancing elements on the T1-

weighted images with enclosed necrosis or cyst in three
orthogonal planes. For postoperative residual tumor interpretation, we inspected T1-weighted series without
gadolinium and diffusion-weighted series to distinguish
postsurgical artifacts from residual tumor in patients who
had undergone a resection. In patients undergoing biopsy,
the postoperative residual tumor was considered identical to the preoperative tumor segmentation. To calculate
the resectability, we used the patient’s preoperative tumor
segmentation to mask the resection probability map derived from all other patients by a leave-one-out approach.
The resection probabilities of the masked voxels for that
patient were then integrated to obtain the expected resectable volume. The preoperative tumor volume minus the
expected resectable volume resulted in the expected residJ Neurosurg Volume 134 • April 2021
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ual tumor volume (eRV), expressed in milliliters.3 A division of the expected resectable volume by the preoperative
tumor volume resulted in the expected resectability index
(eRI), ranging between 0.0 and 1.0 on a continuous scale.
A value of 0.0 represented a nonresectable tumor and a
value of 1.0 a completely resectable tumor. A web application was created to enable calculations of the eRV and
eRI from preoperative MR images of new patients (https://
www.pictureproject.nl).
In addition, we classified the EG for each patient’s
tumor, ranging from noneloquent (grade I), to near-eloquent (grade II), to eloquent (grade III) as a historical
reference.12 For eloquence grading we used an automated approach based on the registered preoperative tumor
volumes, which is therefore completely reproducible and
devoid of subjective prior knowledge of preoperative neurological symptoms, presumed language dominance, or
resection outcomes. For this approach we determined for
each patient the number of tumor voxels overlapping with
the regions corresponding to these eloquence grade definitions,12 as indicated in Fig. 1E. The majority vote of voxel
summaries determined the eloquence grade.
Outcome Measures
We considered four outcome measures in their relation
with eRV, eRI, and EG: a biopsy decision, the observed
EOR, postoperative functional changes, and survival.
For the biopsy decisions, we evaluated their association with eRV, eRI, and EG in conjunction with a number of predictive factors, i.e., age, sex, preoperative KPS
score, and tumor volume. For the observed EORs, we
calculated the postoperative residual volume and preoperative tumor volume. The percentage of the preoperative
volume that had been resected was considered the EOR.
We evaluated the eRV, eRI, and EG in their prediction of
a range of EORs of more than 80%, 90%, and 98%, and
a range of observed residual tumor volumes of less than
10, 5, and 1 ml. For the postoperative KPS score changes,
we subtracted the performance at 2 months postoperative
from the preoperative performance. An increase in KPS
score of 20 points or more was considered a functional
improvement; a decrease in KPS score of 20 points or less
was considered a functional decline.29 We related postoperative performance change with the eRV, eRI, and EG
together with age, sex, preoperative performance, and tumor volume. To determine survival time, we calculated
the time between diagnosis and death, or the patient was
considered censored at the last date of follow-up. We correlated survival with the eRV, eRI, and EG in conjunction
with the established prognostic factors (age and preoperative performance), as well as with sex and tumor volume.
Statistical Analysis
The correlation between eRV and EG, and eRI and EG,
was determined by Kendall’s tau. To determine the diagnostic accuracy of eloquence quantifications for outcome
measures, we used receiver operating characteristic plots.
We calculated the areas under the curve (AUCs) of sensitivity versus specificity and compared AUCs using the
bootstrap method;30 these were interpreted as poor, rea1094

sonable, good, and excellent.31 The p values < 0.05 were
considered significant. Predictions that included clinical
information, such as age, performance, and tumor volume,
were calculated with the regression coefficients from the
multivariable models.
We used multivariable logistic regression with biopsy
as a binary response variable and eRV, eRI, EG, age, sex,
preoperative performance, and tumor volume as dependent variables. The regression assumptions were visually
verified and met. We used survival analysis with survival
time as a response variable; eRV, eRI, and EG as predictors; and age, sex, preoperative performance, and tumor
volume as confounders in a multivariable proportional
hazards regression model. Kaplan-Meier curves were
drawn for low, intermediate, and high eRV and eRI, and
for EG. Residuals were verified and model assumptions
were met.

Results

A total of 1083 patients were identified and evaluated
for inclusion. Of these, 110 patients were excluded because
the MR image was later than 3 days postoperatively; 53
patients had MR images of insufficient quality to register
to standard space; and 5 patients had tumors that did not
enhance with contrast administration. The characteristics
of the 915 patients for analysis are listed in Supplementary
Table 1. Patient characteristics were comparable across
centers.
The tumor probability map, the resection probability
map, and the EG are shown in Fig. 1. The EG did not correlate with the eRV (Kendall’s tau = 0.01, Fig. 1F) or with
the eRI (Kendall’s tau = 0.02, Fig. 1G). The eRV and eRI
were correlated (Kendall’s tau = −0.28, p < 0.00001, Fig.
1H). Three examples of decreasing resectability are demonstrated in Fig. 2.
Biopsy Indications and Resectability
Overall, 241 patients (26%) were biopsied and 674 patients (74%) underwent a resection, with a median EOR of
97% (Supplementary Table 1).
To evaluate the relation among eRV, eRI, and EG to
predict resectability, we first determined the diagnostic
accuracy to identify patients who underwent biopsy (Fig.
3A). The eRI identified biopsies significantly better (AUC
0.77, 95% CI 0.74–0.81, p < 0.00001) than the eRV (AUC
0.52, 95% CI 0.48–0.56) or the EG (AUC 0.47, 95% CI
0.43–0.51). Although the discrimination using eRI is good,
a positive predictive value of 48% was observed, and a
negative predictive value of 87% at the optimal threshold
of 0.72 that maximizes sensitivity (71%) and specificity
(72%). Second, we determined the accuracy to predict
EOR of at least 98%, 90%, and 80% for patients with a resection (Fig. 3B). The eRI was significantly better at identifying resections of at least 98% (AUC 0.61, 95% CI 0.57–
0.65, p < 0.00001), 90% (AUC 0.65, 95% CI 0.61–0.69, p
< 0.00001), and 80% (AUC 0.66, 95% CI 0.60–0.71, p =
0.00005) as was the eRV (AUC 0.60, 95% CI 0.55–0.63,
p = 0.0003; AUC 0.58, 95% CI 0.53–0.63, p = 0.005; and
AUC 0.56, 95% CI 0.50–0.62, p value nonsignificant,
respectively) compared with the EG (AUC 0.49, 95% CI
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the biopsy indications (Fig. 3A). To improve this with clinical information available at the time of the decision, we
further explored the association between the eRV and eRI
and the biopsy decisions in conjunction with age, performance, and tumor volume (Supplementary Table 2). Higher eRV, lower eRI, and increasing EG had a strong association with the decision to biopsy in conjunction with age,
performance, and tumor volume. The biopsy predictions
based on the eRI were significantly improved in combination with the available clinical information (Fig. 3A; AUC
0.84, 95% CI 0.82–0.87, p = 0.0022).
The eRV and eRI are also imperfect at identifying
the patients with resections > 98% (Fig. 3B). Lower eRV,
higher eRI, and decreasing EG had a strong association
with resections > 98% in conjunction with age, performance, and tumor volume (Supplementary Table 2). Resections > 98% based on the eRI were significantly improved by combining the clinical variables (Fig. 3B; AUC
0.68, 95% CI 0.64–0.72, p = 0.019). Furthermore, the eRV
was better than the eRI in identifying resections with less
than 1 ml residual volume, which could not be improved
further with the clinical variables (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table 2).

FIG. 2. Axial MR images showing case examples of decreasing resectability. A: A 74-year-old man with a 13-ml tumor, an eRV of 1.2 ml, an
eRI of 0.92, an EG of I, an observed residual volume of 0 ml, and 100%
EOR. B: A 63-year-old woman with a 49-ml tumor, an eRV of 14 ml, an
eRI of 0.70, an EG of II, an observed residual volume of 2.6 ml, and an
EOR of 95%. C: A 47-year-old man with a 40-ml tumor, an eRV of 22 ml,
an eRI of 0.47, an EG of III, an observed residual volume of 7.0 ml, and
an EOR of 83%. Color coding is identical to Fig. 1. Figure is available in
color online only.

0.45–0.53; AUC 0.50, 95% CI 0.45–0.54; and AUC 0.48,
95% CI 0.43–0.54, respectively). Again, the discrimination using the eRI to identify patients with an EOR of at
least 98% is sufficient, with a positive predictive value of
64% and a negative predictive value of 56% at the optimal threshold of 0.80 that maximizes sensitivity (69%)
and specificity (51%). Third, we examined the accuracy of
predicting residual volume of less than 10, 5, and 1 ml for
patients with a resection (Fig. 3C). The eRV was significantly better at identifying observed residual volumes less
than 10 ml (AUC 0.81, 95% CI 0.77–0.85, p < 0.00001),
5 ml (AUC 0.77, 95% CI 0.73–0.81, p < 0.00001), and 1
ml (AUC 0.73, 95% CI 0.69–0.76, p < 0.00001) as was
the eRI (AUC 0.66, 95% CI 0.60–0.72, p = 0.003; AUC
0.65, 95% CI 0.61–0.70, p < 0.00001; and AUC 0.63, 95%
CI 0.59–0.67, p < 0.00001, respectively) compared with
the EG (AUC 0.53, 95% CI 0.46–0.59; AUC 0.49, 95%
CI 0.44–0.54; and AUC 0.49, 95% CI 0.45–0.54, respectively). The discrimination using the eRV to identify patients with a residual volume less than 1 ml is good with a
positive predictive value of 62% and a negative predictive
value of 77% at the optimal threshold of 4.6 that maximizes sensitivity (84%) and specificity (51%).
Clearly, the eRV and eRI are imperfect for identifying

Functional Outcome
Overall, 71 patients (8%) improved functionally and 78
(9%) declined between surgery and 2 months follow-up.
Functional change information was missing in 90 patients
(10%).
The eRV, eRI, and EG were not related according to
changes in performance by visual inspection, although
the extremes of change, both positive and negative, were
indicated to occur at low eRV and high eRI (Fig. 4A–C).
An increased odds of functional decline was significantly
related to a lower eRI in logistic regression, as well as with
higher preoperative KPS score and higher tumor volume
(Supplementary Table 3). The eRV and EG were not associated with functional decline in logistic regression. An
increased odds of functional improvement was significantly associated with lower eRV and higher eRI, as well
as with lower age, lower performance, and the decision to
resect (Supplementary Table 3).
Apparently, the decision to resect was associated with
functional improvement and not with functional decline.
Expanding on this, a measure of surgical aggressiveness
could be constructed by subtracting the observed from the
expected residual tumor volume and similarly subtracting the eRI from the observed EOR. These measures of
surgical aggressiveness clearly separate biopsies from resections (Fig. 4D and E), but do not indicate that surgical
aggressiveness is associated with functional changes.
The diagnostic accuracy of eRI to identify functional
decline (Fig. 5A) was significantly better (AUC 0.60,
95% CI 0.53–0.67, p = 0.026) than the EG (AUC 0.50,
95% CI 0.43–0.56), whereas the eRV was not (AUC 0.59,
95% CI 0.52–0.67, p = 0.052). The discrimination using eRI is poor, with a positive predictive value of 11%
and a negative predictive value of 95% at the optimal
threshold of 0.75 that maximizes sensitivity (68%) and
specificity (52%). The diagnostic accuracy of eRV, eRI,
and EG to identify functional improvement (Fig. 5B) was
J Neurosurg Volume 134 • April 2021
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FIG. 3. The diagnostic accuracies for biopsy decisions (A), EOR (B), and observed residual tumor volume (C) by the eRV in green,
the eRI in red, and the EG in purple as receiver operating characteristic curves. The gray curves incorporate age, performance,
and tumor volume in addition to the eloquence quantifications. The point with the best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity is indicated by a dot. Note that eRV and eRI, being continuous variables, have more steps in receiver operating characteristic
curves than EG with three grades. Figure is available in color online only.

similarly poor (AUC 0.57, 95% CI 0.50–0.63; AUC 0.58,
95% CI 0.51–0.64; and AUC 0.51, 95% CI 0.44–0.58,
respectively).
Adding the available clinical information of age, performance, tumor volume, and resection decision significantly improved the identification of functional improvement (AUC 0.89, 95% CI 0.85–0.92, p < 0.00001; Fig. 5B)
1096

and to a lesser extent the identification of functional decline (AUC 0.70, 95% CI 0.64–0.76, p = 0.036; Fig. 5A).
Survival
The median overall survival was 12.8 months for the
whole population. To evaluate eRV, eRI, and EG and their
association with survival, we first plotted Kaplan-Meier
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FIG. 4. Functional changes measured by the change in KPS score at 2 months after surgery compared to baseline according to
the eRV (A), the eRI (B), and the EG (C); surgical aggressiveness measured as the difference between expected and observed
residual volume (D); and surgical aggressiveness measured as the difference between the EOR and the eRI (E). Each data point
represents measurements for 1 patient; biopsies are represented by boxes, and resections by circles. Green data points were
considered a functional improvement, whereas red data points were considered a functional decline. Figure is available in color
online only.

curves (Fig. 6). The eRV was significantly associated with
survival (Fig. 6A, p < 0.00001) with median overall survival times of 16, 13, and 9 months for low, intermediate,
and high eRV, respectively, at cutoffs of 1.7 and 17 ml. The
eRI was also significantly associated with survival (Fig.
6B, p < 0.00001) with median overall survival times of
16, 13, and 8 months for high, intermediate, and low eRI,
respectively, at cutoffs of 0.8 and 0.5. The EG was not associated with survival (Fig. 6C, p value nonsignificant).
For comparison, actual biopsy decision and observed
EOR—only available after surgery—were confirmed to be
strongly associated with survival (Fig. 6D, p < 0.00001)
with median overall survival times of 18, 13, and 6 months
for EORs > 98%, < 98%, and biopsies.
To determine the interaction between the eRV and eRI
and known prognostic factors, we further explored this association in multivariable models (Supplementary Table
4). A larger eRV and a lower eRI were significantly associated with shorter survival, independent from greater age,
lower performance, and larger tumor volume. EG was not
associated with survival. Lesser observed EOR was con-

firmed to be significantly associated with shorter survival,
independent of the known prognostic factors.

Discussion

Surgical eloquence can be quantified as the “expected
residual tumor volume” and the “expected resectability index” based on previous surgical results in other patients.
These measures are potentially helpful to guide surgical
decision-making, because they are associated with biopsy
decisions, the observed residual tumor volume, and the
EOR. The eRV and eRI do not discern patients prone to
functional decline or improvement, but are a suitable preoperative surrogate marker for survival. These measures
also enable the quantification of surgical aggressiveness
as demonstrated. The implication of our findings is that
structured previous surgical results contain quantitative
information to better inform new surgical decisions.
Resection probability maps, from which the eRV and
eRI are derived, can be valued as an aggregated snapshot
of how neurosurgeons perceive functional and otherwise
J Neurosurg Volume 134 • April 2021
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FIG. 5. The diagnostic accuracies for functional decline (A) and functional improvement (B) by the eRV in green, the eRI in red,
and the EG in purple as receiver operating characteristic curves. The gray curves incorporate age, performance, tumor volume,
and resection decisions in addition to the eloquence quantifications. The point with the best trade-off between sensitivity and
specificity is indicated by a dot. Figure is available in color online only.

critical regions of the brain. Resection probability maps
can be used in combination with other methods, such as
brain atlases of positive stimulation sites,17 to guide surgical decisions. Importantly, the noninvasive eRV and
eRI are available preoperatively to guide treatment decisions, whereas the standard for location of brain functions
is identification using electrostimulation during surgery.
Resectability, functional outcome, and survival have been
related to the positive stimulation areas2,10 as well as with
eloquence grading.6,7,32,33 For patients who have surgery
without stimulation mapping, the “eloquence” of brain regions in relation to the tumor will only be based on noninvasive preoperative information, which should therefore
be optimized.
The eRV and eRI are probably most useful for clinical decisions before surgery. Surgical decisions are now
based on intuitive estimates of resectability with input
from presumed functionality of tumor-infiltrated brain regions, with associated risk for functional deficits and from
a presumed increase in life expectancy by removing more
tumor tissue.9 The eRV and eRI appear to improve the EG,
which, although mainly of historical importance, is still a
common basis for presumed functionality. More informative than a single metric are the mappings of previous surgical results on the preoperative structural MRI of a new
patient, as we have now demonstrated. This information
can provide additional arguments to determine whether
and where to use stimulation mapping during resections.
The predictions of biopsy decisions, resectability, functional decline, and improvement and survival are not very
accurate, and strict thresholds for eRV and eRI should
probably not be applied in clinical practice. Notwithstand1098

ing the less than optimal accuracy, these predictions may
improve current practice, given the large variation in rates
of biopsies and gross-total resections among reports of
large populations,34–36 which suggests considerable treatment and outcome variation. The eRV and eRI are strongly
associated with biopsy decisions, resectability, functional
decline, and survival compared with age, performance,
and tumor volume. Given the imperfect predictions, other
factors are likely involved as well.4,9,12 An explanation for
imperfect estimation of resectability in this population
may be heterogeneity among neurosurgeons to biopsy or
to apply surgical techniques, such as image guidance22 and
intraoperative stimulation mapping.10 For instance, several
neurosurgical teams have replaced biopsies with resections using intraoperative stimulation mapping, supported
by the widely varying biopsy percentages in our population. An explanation for imperfect prediction of functional
decline may be that decline not only results from surgical
removal of functional brain, but also from vascular injury, medical complications, or early disease progression.37
Other factors that may be involved are type and severity of
symptoms and symptom relief on steroids. Furthermore,
an explanation for imperfect prediction of survival in this
population may be differences in treatment guideline adherence, adjuvant treatment concessions, clinical trial participation, endurance in treating progression, molecular
markers, tumor growth characteristics, and the patient’s
preferences at the end of life.
Several strategies may further increase the accuracy
of the resectability quantifications in future studies. For
instance, a two-step approach could be devised to first
separate the patients for biopsy and then to estimate the
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FIG. 6. Kaplan-Meier survival curves in months after first surgery for categories of low, intermediate, and high eRV (A); low,
intermediate, and high eRI (B); EG I–III (C); and biopsies and EORs (D). Censoring is shown for the last date of follow-up. Figure is
available in color online only.

resectability of the remaining patients for resections based
on others who have had a resection. Consensus biopsy indications could be determined for the resection probability
map population by an expert panel. Alternatively, a classifier for biopsy indications could be constructed based on a
range of patient characteristics, including the initial MRI,
using machine-learning techniques. Furthermore, the resectability prediction for an individual patient could be
based on a resection probability map from similar patients
in terms of age, condition, location, size, and aspect of the
tumor. Ideally the map would be iterative and incorporate
data from additional patients to further improve decisions

based on better predictions. Our finding, that surgical aggressiveness—as the difference between the expected and
observed tumor removal—is not associated with functional changes, supports the idea that neurosurgeons successfully avoid functional decline from overextensive resections into essential functional brain structures. Conversely,
this may also indicate that the more aggressive end of the
resection spectrum is nevertheless more conservative than
necessary, because erring on the side of less tumor removal is generally preferred over too-extensive tumor removal.
A basic assumption of our study is that the location of
the tumor determines the surgical strategy, and conseJ Neurosurg Volume 134 • April 2021
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quently, if the surgical options are limited, then survival
will be shorter. However, another perspective is that the
location of the tumor in itself is related to molecular subtypes.38,39 For instance, a patient with an eloquently located
tumor of a more favorable subtype could benefit from aggressive maximization of the resection, whereas a patient
with a noneloquently located tumor of a very unfavorable
subtype may be better off with a biopsy only. As an example, glioblastoma near lateral ventricular zones40 and white
matter intersections41 have been associated with poor survival despite maximal resections.
The strengths of this study are that well-documented
complete patient populations from 12 neurooncological
referral hospitals throughout Europe and North America
were combined to represent the heterogeneity of current
neurosurgery. The sizeable population enabled the construction of a high-resolution resection probability map
that can be extrapolated to other neurosurgical practices.
The voxel-based approach to residual tumor information
avoided assumptions on anatomical classifications for
the aggregation of results. We have used state-of-the-art
methods for tumor segmentation and brain registration to
standard space.
Limitations of this study are that the residual tumors
that were used for the probability map were not necessarily restricted to intentional residual tumor to preserve
functionality. An unknown portion of residual tumors may
have been overlooked during surgery. This effect could
blur the image of brain functionality according to neurosurgeons. We adhered to the standards42 by segmenting the
gadolinium-enhancing portions of glioblastoma, which is
known to undersample the true extent of glioblastoma.43 In
addition, neuroimaging protocols, manual tumor segmentation,44 and brain registration45 can be subject to variation
and are therefore potential sources of error, although visual
inspection verified satisfactory processing in all patients.
The KPS score is a coarse measure of functional status
that may have missed neurological and cognitive changes.

Conclusions

Previous surgical results can be quantified into the eRV
and eRI as preoperative measures that predict biopsy decisions, resectability, and survival better than eloquence
grading.
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